The health care system in the year 2000: three scenarios.
Because no one can predict the direction that national health policy might take over the next decade, the author outlines three of the more likely scenarios for the year 2000. He first describes seven major forces that have a stake in national health policy: the federal government, the state governments, business, organized labor, the public at large, the health industry, and the opinion-makers. he next indicates three ways these forces might come together (the scenarios), and last, gives a fuller description of the scenarios and the issues each would raise. He demonstrates in depth how the motivations of most of these forces are in conflict with one another and states that no national health policy is likely to emerge until there is a broad compromise that brings most of those conflicts to some sort of viable consensus. He urges those involved in health care to prepare for a range of possible policies such as, but not limited to, those outlined in this overview, and concludes by maintaining that no matter what health policy emerges, health professionals will use their common sense and good faith to make it work, as they always have.